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From the Editors' Desk
Welcome to the fourth edition of our newsletter, DBB Beams. Hope all our previous editions have been able to rejuvenate your
'quarantined' minds.
Even though we have been away from school for long, yet we have kept our Alma Mater close to our hearts. Different activities and online
celebrations have kept us rejuvenated and cheerful. In this bulletin, we bring before you a report of few of our online activities, seminars and
animation programmes. It will also contain names of scouts who have been selected for the Rajya Purashkar Award after their selection
camp which was held recently at Ganganagar.
We hope all our readers are keeping good health. May you continue to enjoy the protection of God in the coming days too. We wish you
happy holidays.
Keep reading and keep rejuvenating!
The Editorial Team
Ma'am Pronomita and Ma'am Reshmi
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Fr. Rector's Message
Dear Students, Teachers and Friends of DBB,
It is with immense joy that I write these few lines as a message for DBB Beams readers, in its last edition of this academic year 2020-21. It feels
good to connect with you all once again while the Covid-19 pandemic continues to make it difficult to get connected in a more direct way. It is one
year since we started the lockdown to protect ourselves and each other from the Novel Corona pandemic. We have tried to continue with our
educational endeavours in spite of the disruption that has taken place under the threat of a small virus! We have experienced our littleness, our
vulnerability, in so many ways, but that has not left our sprits crushed, nor have we been vanquished. Instead, there is hope looming large over us.
Rev. Fr. Ángel Fernández Artime, our beloved Rector Major, the 10th successor of Don Bosco has placed before us precisely this theme of HOPE
as he spelt out the Strenna - the programme of life - of 2021 for the entire Bosconian Family: "Moved by hope: 'See, I am making all things new'
(Rev 21:5)". "The hope we are speaking about is based on God's promise, and this is its best guarantee", he points out. We hope that the
confinement we have experienced during the past one year will now help us to open ourselves up more meaningfully. The hope is that the
experience we have gone through will help us to move from growing individualism to greater solidarity; move from isolation to the culture of
encounter, from division to greater unity, and from discouragement, emptiness and lack of meaning to transcendence.
While we are hoping to move forward gradually from "lockdown" to "openup", we are also being told that we need to continue using Masks and
maintain Covid-19 protocols. Masks are going to be a part of lives. While we continue to wear the physical mask, let it be also a reminder of a line of
direction our lives need to take. I would like to use the word MASK as an acronym to spell out this line of direction.
M, in the first place, would stand for Mental Health: coming out of the lockdown we need to maintain our mental health. The lockdown might have
made many close themselves up, affected them negatively, and taken a toll on their mental health. Now is the time to take appropriate steps to
ensure that mental hygiene is maintained, that we support each other to help cope up with tensions and breakdowns, and stay sane in a world
where the Novel Corona Virus has made a home.
A stands for Acceptance of the New Normal. A new life-style has evolved which people have started naming the new normal. It can't be wished
away. But we need to accept it with resignation and resilience. We can't be fighting the Corona Virus and the New Normal at the same time.
Acceptance will help us face the future with hope and realism.
S is for Social Distancing as well as Spiritual Closeness. It is a fact that the pandemic school closures have exacted their emotional toll on
young people. Being physically away from peers and other social interactive spheres has not helped a normal all-round growth for most
youngsters. But the New Normal means that we need to continue to maintain Social Distancing. However physical distancing would need to be
backed up with greater Spiritual closeness. The screen time that has increased due to online classes and other digital activities needs to be
adequately used to facilitate greater inter-connectedness rather than to let it tear us apart and keep us in isolation from each other.
K stands for Kneel. No matter how successful we might feel in the combat against the Covid-19 virus, with the vaccines already rolling out, we
have been made aware of our vulnerability - that we have been brought to our knees, by something that can hardly be seen with our naked eyes. It
also means that we need to get down on our knees and implore the Power Above so that we may have the strength to come out victorious in this
war. We need to kneel in humble prayer to remain protected and safe, and to grow stronger. Hope grows on bended knees.
As we end this Academic year, let us be grateful to the Almighty God for keeping us alive, for all the blessings we have received and for having
enabled our education to go forward in spite of all the odds. “For all that has been, Thanks! For all that shall be, Yes!”
Fr. Antony Earathara, SDB

Fr. Principal's Message
Be grateful, remain humble
A virtuous life is built upon the foundation of humility and an acceptance of it is necessary for the gathering of other heroic achievements. The
pandemic era provided us an opportunity to look into ourselves and count the blessings showered upon us every moment. I feel so grateful to
God for His watchful care and protection. He kept us all safe and sound amidst these turbulent times. The resilience that the boys showed in
fighting such unprecedented moments made me realize the immense potentiality that is there within each one of us. My special appreciation
to all of you dear boys for the ways you have responded to meet the demands of time.
The conclusion of such an academic year calls us to celebrate life with gratefulness and to remain humble. Here I would like to place on record
the efforts made by our teachers who relentlessly initiated the online classes without any previous training and experiences. They have done a
laudable job in the exercise of teaching-learning process with a mix of extra-curricular activities. I am sure, these efforts will definitely bear
much fruit in the lives of our boys in their struggle to learn and cultivate good values. Boys, remain grateful to them and appreciate them
always.
Stay safe and healthy. May you enjoy brighter days ahead.
Fr. Noby K. George
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Fr. Vice-Principal's Message
Dear Teachers and Students,
As we draw the curtain of our current academic year, you have my deepest thanks and gratitude. It was a year of online teaching and learning
and all of you have done whatever best was possible and therefore kindly accept my gratitude and appreciation.
After seventy-two hours of shift at the fire station, afire fighter went up to a grocery store to buy some stuff for his home, when a woman came
up running to him and gave a tight hug. Seeing the man uncomfortable she realized that he hadn't recognized her. She let go off him and with
genuine tears of gratitude in her eyes, she smiled and said: “Sir, it was you who carried me out of the World Trade Centre on Sept 11, 2001.”
You may never know how and what you are doing is touching someone's life somewhere and is thus helping you live a life of purpose. We
have lived one year of our life of purpose in a quite unique manner different from other years. Let this terrible crisis time receive our gentle
kindness, warm love and a genuine helping hand.
Fr. Dorpon Mondol, SDB

Release of 'Nobo Digonter Khoje'
On 15th December 2020, during the occasion of Province Level Jubilee Celebration of Salesians, Fr.
Robi Sarkar's collection of poems named 'Nobo Digonter Khoje' was released by Rev. Fr. Joseph Pauria,
the Provincial. Fr. Robi is currently serving our Institution as the In-Charge of the Junior Seminary Boys
and is involved in youth ministry. The book is dedicated to the youngsters and is a mine of contemporary
values and inspiration. The book is available at our School counter. We congratulate Fr. Robi for the
contribution in the literary field and for the advice he has for youngsters. Fr. Robi was awarded “Ëkushe
Somman” on Bhasa Diwas by Yogo Sagnik, an association that promotes literary talent among young
writers.
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Don Bosco School, Bandel had organized the 'Cyber Fiesta' on the 31 of August 2020 for the senior
secondary students of the school. This webinar was conducted for the Computer Science students of
classes 11 and 12 and it saw an active participation of around 65 students. Although many students aspire
to take up Computer Science as a career opportunity, they still have certain queries that extend beyond
academics which cannot always be clarified by their teachers who are constrained and restricted to the
academic curriculum and somewhat lack the first-hand experience of the current technologies and
industry updates.
The latest happenings, upcoming trends and career opportunities in the field can only be understood by
interacting directly with professionals associated with the day to day functioning of the IT industry. This
online webinar served as an efficient platform amidst the pandemic crisis to help students have a clear and systemic approach in considering
the scope of the subject.
The resource person invited for the event was Ms Nilanjana Lodh, who is a software engineer at Google India Private Limited, Bengaluru. She
shed light and information on the various undergraduate courses taught in India and at the same time, emphasized the importance of getting
clear with the elementary concepts. She discussed the career prospects currently associated with the field and also the upcoming trends in
this field. Buzzwords like Data Engineering, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning were also discussed. Some elementary questions
which people always ask, like difference between pursuing courses in Computer Science and Information Technology, impact of studying in
less popular colleges/institutes rather than at IITs / NITs and difference between off-campus and on-campus interviews were clarified during the
session.
The event was arranged with the motive of sharing the knowledge and practical experience of Ms Nilanjana and it was successful with several
students gaining an insight on the prospects of the subject. The overall organization and deliverance of the webinar was helpful and satisfied
the participants. Students clarified their doubts and indulged in fruitful conversations with the resource person. The session concluded with a
vote of thanks delivered by Rev. Fr. Principal, who expressed his gratitude on behalf of the school to Ms. Nilanjana for taking her valuable time
out and providing an enriching experience to nurture young minds.
As reported by the Cyber Club : Sir Anindya Lahiri

TEACHERS' DAY… AWAY FROM SCHOOL
It is really unique that students are away from school on Teachers' day
and yet, paying their tribute and gratitude to their teachers through an
online platform. Nothing can be more disheartening than this that we
can't touch their feet and take their blessings. Teaching this year is harder
than it had ever been before. Not only are teachers trying to prepare their
students academically, but they are learning an entirely new way of
teaching as they progress. They are working to make their pupils feel
connected and have a sense of normalcy.
Hence, for the Teachers' Appreciation week this year, we made it sure to
make our gratitude sound loud and clear. The students of Class 10C
created a “Thank you” video. The idea was guaranteed to make our
teachers happy and satisfied. It required technological powers but the
effort had its own worth. We asked all the students of our class to write
poems or a story which he would like to dedicate to the teachers.
We created a beautiful slideshow in which we showed the poems which
the students had written for our dear teachers. The boys did their best to
make their teachers happy although each one of us missed the warmth of their physical presence.
The Teachers' Day Programme was a
grand hit as we were successful in making
our dear teachers smile. The programme
was a beautiful combination of songs,
recitation, PowerPoint presentations and
speeches that showed our gratitude
towards our teachers. We concluded with
prayers for the good health of our teachers
and their loved ones.
Souvik Sett
Class 10C, Literary Club
REASON, RELIGION and LOVING KINDNESS

ANIMATION PROGRAMME FOR CLASSES 1 & 2
Amidst the outbreak of this fatal disease, our Fathers have always been by our side and
enlightened us with their valuable words. On 26th September, the parents of Classes 1 and 2
had their online animation programme.
The animation for Class 1 was addressed by Fr. Soroj Mullick, SDB who is at present an
assistant priest in the Bandel Basilica. He is a learned person with a truly blessed ability to
motivate not only the young but also the people of all age groups.
The meeting started with the remembrance of Don Bosco as a true educator and Pandit
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar - the person who rekindled the light of knowledge amongst the
young. In the present situation, every home has become a school. Father congratulated all
the parents for taking up such a crucial task of creating an atmosphere at home where the
children are able to continue their education even amidst this difficult and challenging
scenario. Parents are the true educators and Don Bosco wanted an education system
based on the three pillars Reason, Religion and Loving Kindness. Father assured that if
the parents and teachers are actively and physically present with the children in a loving and
caring way, then the children will grow up to be confident, honest and fearless human beings
capable of expressing themselves freely. Father concluded by remembering Swami
Vivekananda who wanted an education system that would bring out the perfection already
existing in mankind.
He also reminded us that we belong to a huge family- the family of Don Bosco, where we can
learn, grow and enrich ourselves so that we come closer to the Almighty with each passing
day.
For Class 2, Rev. Fr. Alfred Paul, SDB was the resource person. He is presently the director
of the Don Bosco Prison Ministry at Berhampore in Murshidabad. He is also the coordinator
of the Commission for the Young at Risk (YaR), in the Kolkata Province.
With an apt example of carrots, eggs and coffee beans, Father explained the present
situation and the ways of handling it. He explained how to look into the positive side of every
problem and face every challenge today to emerge into a successful tomorrow.
(As reported by Ma'am Surashree and Ma'am Rukeya)

CHILDREN'S DAY… AN UNUSUAL CELEBRATION
"If you smile, do so like a child, without any pretension, without any pretext. Simply, smile." And it is this smile of simplicity which our Fathers,
teachers and staff manage to forge on our faces, every year on Children's Day. Their overwhelming love and tenderness, and manifestation of
it on that day through tremendous hard work to make that day a cherished one for us, leaves us all with a genuine sense of belonging and love,
and a genuine smile at the end of the day.
However, that's what we "usually" have on Children's Day. But then, 2020 is a year like no other. A year where "school" and "home", both are
confined to the periphery of our houses. It was certain that our gala fest of Children's Day would be cancelled and 14th November won't be the
same so the mood was dull and sombre. But then, with the will of love, miracles do happen, right? On Thursday, the 12th of November, we got
to know in our virtual class that on 13th November from 11 am to 12 noon, we would be virtually celebrating Children's Day. We were quite
surprised, curious and eager to see this unorthodox celebration and the new creative
ideas which had risen in the minds of our Fathers and teachers.
Well, we logged in on time, and waited with bated breath- what would unfurl before our
eyes? We were honestly mesmerized. We had a video presentation, a speech by Father
Rector and Father Principal, a song by Ma'am Surangana, an unorthodox Antakshari,
which had dance in place of songs! The video of the school and the sight of our dear
teachers added a whole new dimension to the celebration. It was as if every memory ever
made in those corridors came back, breaking the floodgates of emotions and making all
of us nostalgic. Those small moments which we never thought would matter, penetrated
deep through us and made us nostalgic. It was as if a memorandum of memories unfurled
at a go. The day was one with nostalgia and another "genuine smile" day.
Ayush Majumder (11A)
Literary Club
REASON, RELIGION and LOVING KINDNESS
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DEBATE : “COVID-19 : A BLESSING IN DISGUISE”

On the 8th of December,2020 the Social Service Club of the School organised a debate through online procedures.The topic of the debate was
"COVID- 19 : A blessing in disguise." and the debaters had to speak for or against the motion. The debate was moderated by Sir Hubert Rodricks, and
the judges' panel had Agnidev Banerjee and Pinaki Ranjan Chandra presiding over the debate.
The debate started with an introductory speech by Abhiroop Roy (the secretary of the club). The student coordinators of this event were Shubhayu
Saha (president of the Social Service club) and John Priyanshu Singh (the treasurer of the club).It was an intense debate with some excellent points
noted out by both the teams. The question and answer rounds had the participants thinking out of the box. In the end, the ones speaking against the
motion were declared the winners.
The debate ended with an inspirational speech by Father Principal .The animator of the club, Ma'am Shampa Saha Bhakat announced the names of
the best speakers and a vote of thanks was given by Akshit Dasgupta on behalf of the club.
The best speakers of the day were : 1. Ayush Mazumdar- XI A , 2. Sambhav Mukherjee -XII C , 3. Diptesh Banerjee - XII B.
The event gave us a much needed insight into the different types of adversities being faced by the world due to this pandemic situation and how it has
hit the world economy by large.
Overall, it was an enriching experience for both the participants and the listeners.

(Reported by the Social Service Club)

AN ONLINE SEMINAR ON ROCKET SCIENCE
On 7th December, 2020,with the help of Fr.
Principal and the members of the Science Club,
students and teachers of Don Bosco School,
Bandel had a heightening experience to virtually
interact with Shri David Samikkannu Antuvan, a
senior scientist (Retd.) of Vikram Sarabhai
Space Centre (VSSC) and ISRO. He was a close
associate of Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam in his
research work on Rocket Science and presently,
is a member of the Salesian Community.
The programme began sharp at 12:30 PM, with
Rev. Fr. Principal offering prayers to the Almighty
for the safety, protection and good health of all.
Sir David started his presentation with a quote
from Dr. Kalam, “We are all born with a divine fire
in us. Our efforts should be to give wings to this
fire and fill the world with the glow of its
goodness.”
It was followed by a brief introduction about the
origin and initiation of ISRO on its journey. On the
very onset, Sir David pointed out the need for
team work and learning lessons from both our
success and failures. The USA and Russia,
followed by India are the top three nations which
pursue Space research and development in
Rocket Science. As major achievements, the US
has been able to send humans to moon and
space by their Space Capsule, which Russia, in
spite of developing their own technology could
not be successful. India is on the way to
developing capsules and engines that can take
man to space very soon. The project was to be
completed by 2022, but unfortunately due to the
prevailing conditions of Covid-19, it is getting
delayed. Next, he told us about the PSLV and the

GSLV which have been developed by ISRO itself.
The GSLV has a weight of about 200 Asian
elephants, can reach a weight of 2.5 tonnes to the
Low Earth Orbit and flies at a speed 40 times faster
than aeroplanes. Sir stated that Newton's Third law
of Physics, 'Every action has its equal and opposite
reaction' plays a significant role in rocket science.
He told us about the propulsion mechanism and fuel
used by various engines of a rocket. One being the
Simple Solid propellent system which can be used
only once, another being Liquid Propellent system
containing liquefied H2 and O2 gas, which can be
used whenever required. Kerosene is not currently
used due to the high amount of carbon emission
and pollution caused by it. Satellites are of various
types and uses having various orbits, angle, length
and position. They are used on a daily basis for
Meterological Studies, Telecommunication,
Remote Sensing, and GPS (Global Positioning
System), and also to study about the surface of the
moon. A technique developed by ISRO in taking
PSLV to moon was applied by first launching the
rocket and increasing the length of its orbit
gradually until the final moment comes when the
rocket is given its final thrust at such an angle and
measure so that it reaches moon in perfect working
condition. Similar technique was used in MOM
(Mars Orbital Mission) which travelled 44 crores of
miles for 10 months to reach Mars. No other country
other than India was successful in reaching Mars in
one attempt. India has placed two Space antennas,
one in Byalalu as a part of Deep Space Network and
another in Bengaluru as a part of ISSDC (Indian
Space Science Data Centre).
We were told about various problems faced during

launch of rockets like space storms, space
debris, solar flares, charged particles from
unknown sources and ways to avoid such
collisions with the use of collision avoidance
systems which do not let such disturbances
interfere within 30 miles periphery of the rocket.
Regarding future prospects, Sir told us about the
developing of GSLV Mark 3 which can carry 10
tonnes of load. Sriharikota has the 2nd best
launch pad in the world, only next to Guinea
Launch Pad in South America. India wishes to
develop its own way of taking man to space and
recovering the capsule back to Earth .We were
enlightened on a very interesting and engaging
fact about ISS (International Space Station)
where scientists stay in zero gravity. Almost 70
food items and 20 beverages are available on this
space station, which is carried by a rocket and it
brings back waste products from the station.
Space provides unlimited career opportunities,
be it the thermal dress design, cooling,
propulsion, rocket design and so on. Sir David
was kind enough to invite our school to visit the
Space Museum of India.
The students and teachers had a Question and
Answer Session with Sir, where we were told
about the development of Humanoid, Black Hole
detection and the movement of the Sun. This
grand virtual seminar came to an end with the
Vote of Thanks by the Co-ordinator of the
Science Club, Ma'am Soma Parial, the School
Vice Captain, Baladitya Majhi, and finally by Fr.
Principal.
Swapnanil Sur
Member of Science Club
Discipline Vice-Prefect
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ARTS CLUB ACTIVITY : A REPORT
Art is anything that brings the divine experience of aestheticism. It sets the tune to life and
is quite an inevitable factor of the student community. The Arts Club aims at honing the
artistic talents of the students and helps to explore their unaddressed shades of identity.
The club believes in the unfathomable power of arts in identifying and celebrating the
humaneness in the mechanical minds in the current world.
The key event conducted under the auspices of Arts club ensued was : Shading
Activity With Mixed Media. As this pandemic couldn't confine the minds , imagination
and artistic skills of our students , so it was exposed on the virtual screen through MS
Teams. Thanks a lot to Father Principal for providing such opportunities to our students of
Don Bosco School , Bandel amidst this pandemic.This Event of “Shading With Mixed
Media”, held on 16th of December 2020, was a drawing competition for the students of
Classes 6 to 8.
The Topic for the competition was NATURE and the participants were requested to use
all sorts of painting and drawing material for shading.
There were 17 students who participated .
The event started with general instructions given out to the participants by Arif
Molla(President). To follow were some speeches on Art delivered by other core
members of this club viz. Debanjan Ghosh, Arnab Banik and Srinjoy Debgupta.
A powerpoint presentation from Kanwaljeet Singh Anand on the paintings submitted
by the young artists from the Club and a video on Indian Heritage and Art were
presented too.
All participants were too enthusiastic to showcase their talents and were highly
appreciated by all attendees. With great difficulty we had to select three winners from all
beautiful shading activities. Overall it was a notable achievement for all participants. We
concluded the programme with God's grace and blessings.
The winners of the day were:
1) Prithvi Panda 7D, 2) Saptak Chatterjee 8B, 3) Abhiraj Roy 6B
- Ma'am Runa Datta
Arts Club Incharge.

Prithvi Panda,7D

Shreyan Pyne, 6B
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Riddhiman Samanta, 6A

Sougata Ghosh, 7B

Saptak Chatterjee, 8B

Swarnabha Mandal, 7B
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CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION 2020
We had a chilled and snowy online Christmas celebration on the 22nd of December from 10 am . The
students assembled before their laptops and mobiles to celebrate Christmas virtually. The Class
Teachers showcased a theme based video with Baby Jesus as the star supported by Santa , and
carols as backing tracks. Next was a medley of carols with a storyline put up by the 'Music Club'. The
next throbbing item was a video which was acted, scripted , edited and presented by the 'Drama
Club'. The final message came from our beloved Father Principal . We all looked forward to a grand
Christmas with our Santa caps on and our background screens filled with snow .
As reported by Music Club.

GO GREEN : NATURE CLUB ACTIVITY
All the members met in a virtual meeting on 29th September,2020 for the first time. On that day the leaders of the club were
appointed. Members, together with the club In-charge decided to organise a tree plantation activity in their own houses. They
sent pictures of themselves planting tiny saplings and finally a power point presentation was prepared to create an awareness on
the ways we are destroying our Mother Nature. On 5th January, 2021, in the presence of the members of the club and few
teachers, the presentation was shown. Though the interaction and collaboration between the members were missed but their
active participation even while staying home was much appreciated.
As reported by Nature Club

SCOUTS SELECTED FOR THE RAJYA PURASHKAR AWARD
State Level Rajya Puraskar Testing Camp which was held at Virtual Mode on 27th September & 4th October 2020.
1. Banty Mondal 2. Chitresh Ranjan 3. Shubh Khattry 4. Dev Chatterjee
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